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Mac B. Kid Spy
by Mac Barnett
Summoned by the Queen of England to save

the world once again, trusty kid spy Mac B.

navigates secret tunnels beneath the Berlin

Wall to retrieve cheat codes from an

adversarial scientist only to find himself

trapped in East Germany.

The Treasure Troop
by Dori Hillestad Butler
When Mr. Summerling dies, he leaves a

treasure for Marly and her two classmates,

Isla and Sai, but they have to solve a series

of riddles, puzzles, and clues to find its

location.

Investi-Gators
by John Patrick Green
The InvestiGators are having a hard time

keeping a low profile with their new

headquarters being a giant robot towering

over the city! Mango and Brash hear

mysterious rumblings about BOULDER

BUDDIES...are they just the latest fad or

part of a mob-run scheme? And could a

rocky relationship from the InvestiGators' past be trembling

beneath the surface?

Pup Detectives
by Felix Gumpaw
Rora and the other Pup Detectives work to

stop an art heist and prevent Rider from

being framed for the theft.

Word Travelers and the Missing
Mexican Molé
by Raj Haldar
Transported to Mexico and into the middle

of the Día de Muertos celebrations, Eddie

and Molly-Jean must use their word skills to

solve the mystery of a missing secret molé

recipe.

Fabio the World's Greatest
Flamingo Detective
by Laura James
Fabio, the world's greatest flamingo

detective, has made a mistake. He went up

in his friend Gilbert's new plane. And now

he's coming down. Fast! When the plane

crash-lands in a tiny desert town, Fabio

learns the town's water has dried up. There's a case to solve,

and finding the culprit will be thirsty work!

Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew:
Butterfly Blues
by Carolyn Keene
After a rare Blue Morpho goes missing from

the new butterfly museum, Nancy and her

friends try to bring the valuable creature

back to safety.

Banana Fox and the Book-Eating
Robots
by James Kochalka
Banana Fox's late fees have landed him in

library jail! And when a familiar foe is found

around town and a giant book-eating robot is

unleashed, it looks like Flashlight and

William need to step in to save the day.
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Key Hunters: Battle of the Bots
by Eric Luper
To stop the evil computer network that has

taken over the human population, Cleo and

Evan search for a way to pull the plug and

find their next key.

Zach and Zoe Mysteries: The Hall
of Fame Heist
by Mike Lupica
Going on a school field trip to a National

Baseball Hall of Fame pop-up museum

exhibit, twins Zach and Zoe team up with

their classmates to help when they discover

that an important relic has gone missing

from its case.

Mina Mistry: The Case of the
Disappearing Pets
by Angie Lake
Mina doesn't have any pets and neither does

her best friend Holly now that her hamster's

gone missing. And has anyone seen Danny's

pet toad? An explosion at the local pet shop

shows Mina that this pet palaver can't be a

coincidence. But why is someone stealing all the animals?

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol: The
Bubble Gum Blob
by Andres Miedoso
As a brand-new type of bubble gum

circulates the school, Desmond and Andres

bite off more than they can chew when they

discover that the bubble gum blob is

alive—and quite angry.

West Meadow Detectives: The
Case of the Berry Burglars
by Liam O'Donnell
Myron gets the chance to crack a third case

when he finds out the school garden has

been trampled and the strawberry plants

are missing.

Agent Moose: Moose on a Mission
by Mo O'Hara
There's big news in the Big Forest! The

circus is in town, Granny Moose is coming to

visit, and a mysterious robber ison the loose.

When Agent Moose learns that someone is

putting the squeeze on innocent animals, he

and Owlfred rush to investigate, with Granny

along for the ride! Can they solve this

mystery before any more animals face the big squeeze?

Greetings from Somewhere: The
Mystery of the Secret Society
by Harper Paris
Following in their Grandpa Harry's footsteps

during a visit to Athens, where they explore

crumbling buildings and ancient sculptures,

Ethan and Ella stumble on a mysterious

painting with ties to a secret society.

Emma is on the Air: Undercover!
by Ida Siegal
Discovering a clue about a lost princess in

the Jefferson Market library, Emma Perez

uses her famous detective-reporter skills to

go undercover and find the missing princess

while trying to stay out of trouble.

Once Upon a Fairy Tale: The
Snoring Princess
by Anna Staniszewski
The award-winning creators of The Stolen

Slipper find Kara and Zed tackling a new

mystery involving an enchanted princess

who goes missing just as the 100 years of her

cursed sleep come to an end.

Catalina Incognito
by Jennifer Torres
When her aunt, a famous telenovela actress,

gives her a magical sewing kit, 8-year-old

Catalina Castaneda must create the perfect

disguise to track down the person

responsible for stealing the rhinestones from

her aunt's most famous costume.
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